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ABOUT THE FIRM

Krueger Hernandez & Thompson SC is a safe
haven for you and your legal needs to be
addressed in a comfortable and friendly
environment through open communication and
the joint efforts of you, the attorneys and the
entire team.
We are Real Lawyers for Real People.
We provide guidance, education and enlightenment to all people of all
economic levels, ethnic backgrounds and beliefs as to the importance of
having an Estate Plan in place. An Estate Plan will preserve your legacy of
not only your material possessions, but more importantly, your loved ones and
their relationship with one another.
Life is a series of transitions; some we plan for and some we don’t. With
empathy and compassion, we assist families who have experienced the loss
of a loved one through the ensuing Probate or Trust Administration. We also
help clients qualify for government medical benefits legally and ensure their
estates are preserved for their families, instead of their nest egg being wiped
out by high nursing home expenses.
We Listen. We Care. We Get Results.
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Krueger Hernandez & Thompson SC
8215 Greenway Blvd., Suite 590
Middleton, WI 53562

(608) 824-9540
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Are you worried about being sued? Well, you should be. Lawsuits continue to rise each year.
However, that isn’t the whole story. Have you ever heard of the “deep pocket" syndrome? The
deep pocket syndrome means that the person claiming to have been harmed files a suit against
anyone even marginally connected with the incident. The list includes the shopper who spilled
the milk on the supermarket floor; the employee who failed to clean it up quickly; the
supermarket that hired the employee, the designer of the “defective” shelf that held the milk
and the manufacturer of the “defective” milk carton are all sued. This kind of lawsuit is done to
ensure that the person with the money, or “deep pockets,” is covered by the claim for
damages.
With so many people being sued each year, what can you do about it? You can create what
many consider to be the premiere asset protection entity, the Family Limited Partnership, or
FLP.

WHAT IS AN FLP?
An FLP is one of the most popular estate tax and asset protection planning devices. An FLP is
simply a limited partnership similar to the real estate or business operating limited partnerships
with which many are familiar.

HOW IS AN FLP FORMED?
The estate planning attorney prepares a limited partnership agreement for you. Once the FLP is
properly formed, you transfer your business and investment assets into the FLP in return for:
General Partnership Interest  You receive general partnership interests. Generally, you only
receive 2% of the total partnership interests in the form of general partnership interests. That
means that you control all of the decision making for the FLP’s activities. We find that control is
very important to our clients.
Limited Partnership Interests  You receive the remaining 98% of the FLP in the form of
limited partnership interests. Limited partnership interests do not give the limited partner any
rights in partnership income or activities. While the general partners may not treat a limited
partner unfairly, a limited partner essentially has no control or rights.
You are now the proud owner of your very own FLP. You are the 2% general partners and
control the partnership. Now what happens? You will give your children some of your limited
partnership interests. That means that the partnership has partners other than just you.
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ENTER THE CREDITOR
If you are successfully sued, all the creditor receives is what is called a charging order. A
charging order is a judgment against the partner that tells the partnership that any distributions
of profit that would otherwise be made to the debtor partner must instead be paid to the
creditor. The creditor has no power to interfere in partnership matters. The charging order is a
very hollow victory. Because the general partners decide if profit is to be distributed to the
partners, the general partners can withhold distributions from all of the partners and the
creditor receives nothing.

WHAT DOES THE CREDITOR DO?
Obviously, the creditor does not just go away, but because the charging order provides so little
leverage, creditors frequently settle the claim for less than face value. Those who might
consider filing a unjustified lawsuit may change their minds when they realize that all they will
receive is a hollow charging order.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE MONEY IN THE FLP?
As general partner, you have complete control and access to the assets and income of the FLP.
If you have given your children 10% of the FLP, they are entitled to 10% of any distributions that
you decide to make, but they cannot force you to make any distributions.

SUMMARY
A properly designed and operated FLP is a formidable deterrent to unjustified lawsuits and a
formidable negotiating advantage against a successful creditor. While an FLP should never be
formed to defeat the interests of an existing creditor, the sooner you create your own FLP, the
safer your family is from the "deep pocket" syndrome.
Note: If estate tax reduction is one of the other purposes of the FLP, additional restrictions may
be required.
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ABOUT THE ACADEMY
This report reflects the opinion of the American
Academy of Estate Planning Attorneys. It is based on
our understanding of national trends and
procedures, and is intended only as a simple
overview of the basic estate planning issues. We
recommend you do not base your own estate planning on the contents of this Academy Report
alone. Review your estate planning goals with a qualified estate planning attorney.
The Academy is a national organization dedicated to promoting excellence in estate planning by
providing its exclusive Membership of attorneys with up-to-date research on estate and tax
planning, educational materials, and other important resources to empower them to provide
superior estate planning services.
The Academy expects Members to have at least 36 hours of legal education each year
specifically in estate, tax, probate and/or elder law subjects. To ensure this goal is met, the
Academy provides over 40 hours of continuing legal education each year. The Academy has also
been recognized as a consumer legal source by Money Magazine, Consumer Reports Money
Adviser and Suze Orman in her book, 9 Steps to Financial Freedom.
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ADDITIONAL REPORTS

Request any reports of interest to you or your family. Simply call our office at (608) 824-9540 or
visit our website at www.khtlawyers.com.
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